A Disocclusion Inpainting Framework for Depth-based View Synthesis.
This paper proposes a disocclusion inpainting framework for depth-based view synthesis. It consists of four modules: foreground extraction, motion compensation, improved background reconstruction, and inpainting. The foreground extraction module detects the foreground objects and removes them from both depth map and rendered video; the motion compensation module guarantees the background reconstruction model to suit for moving camera scenarios; the improved background reconstruction module constructs a stable background video by exploiting the temporal correlation information in both 2D video and its corresponding depth map; and the constructed background video and inpainting module is used to eliminate the holes in the synthesized view. The analysis and experiment indicate that the proposed framework has good generality, scalability and effectiveness, which means most of the existing background reconstruction methods and image inpainting methods can be employed or extended as the modules in our framework. Our comparison results have demonstrated that the proposed framework achieves better synthesized quality, temporal consistency, and has lower running time compared to the other methods.